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Sometimes no matter how much you want to spin something into 
an optimistic yarn that may give one a fictitious sense of success 
the better alternative is to accept the facts and assess. This year’s 
Brand New Awards had the lowest participation of all four editions 
with only 411 submissions, down from 714 at the height of last  
year and down from 547 in the inaugural year in 2010. The one 
redeeming glimmer of improvement was that, despite all categories 
in both professional and student level coming in in vastly lower 
numbers, the Comprehensive Identity Projects category remained 
the same numbers-wise. From day one, this has always been the 
strongest category in the competition so it’s was rewarding to see  
it staying bullish.

We attribute the decline in entries to a couple of factors. The first 
being our decision to not publish a traditional book like in years 
past and not providing a free copy of said book that we wouldn’t  
be publishing to the winners. This decision was not taken lightly 
and it wasn’t on a whim: book sales for the awards books have 
declined steadily each year, with last year barely pushing 500 sold 
copies. The quality of the books has remained the same and the 
quality of the winners has been consistently good which leads us to 
the conclusion that awards books full of content you can find easily 
online — and most likely have already seen online — are not the 
most coveted products. This is the second factor. Of the 39 profes-
sional winners this year, 17 were shown on Brand New (the blog) in 
the year between this and the last awards. In a way, this is like when 
two Starbucks three or four blocks apart in Manhattan are compet-
ing for the same audience with the same product. We may be biting 
into our own product. It’s not just us broadcasting this work before 
our judges take to it: it’s on Behance, on Creative Review, on The 
Dieline, on Design Week, on It’s Nice That, and on Pinterest boards 
twelve times over. This ongoing online publication of work doesn’t 
have an affect just on readers or consumers of design annuals but 
on the designers who typically submit work.

For them it’s more instantly rewarding and promotionally beneficial 
to have their projects appreciated on Behance tens of thousands 
of times — the audience (designers) have voted and awarded 
them with the click of a button. Satisfied, at no cost, there is less 
impetus for entering a paid awards competition. You really can’t 
blame anyone for this line of thinking. What we are able to do with 
the Brand New Awards and continue to push for is a more critical 
and arduous process for celebrating work that withstands deeper 
analysis beyond the superficial appreciation of well-photographed 
applications. As is the case every year, our judges were almost 
criminally hard to please with many really good projects being 
denied an award for not reaching their expectations or standards 
— it isn’t just about design and it isn’t just about solving a brief, it’s 

about going above and beyond on every aspect of the project. As 
Clement Mok notes on work that earned his votes, “aesthetics and 
craftsmanship certainly play an important part in the decision but 
in the end, it’s all about effectiveness and the ability to differentiate 
itself.” Masoud Gerami, one of the clients in this year’s jury said he 
evaluated whether he would be satisfied with the solution — add-
ing that he “would’ve questioned our investment for most of the 
work [submitted]” — and that “the best solutions are those that 
are simple yet succeed in communicating the brand’s story and 
identity with a simple glimpse.”

Even within the lower number of submissions, the judges noted 
some tiring trends that made much of the work fail to stand out. 
“The problem wasn’t the dearth of good design,” explains Charlie 
Cronk, the other client in the jury, “it was the vast array of same-
ness.” Something Tom Crabtree picked up on as well in the form of 
work that displayed “the continued over-use of the ‘retro-nostalgic-
Americana-handcrafted’ aesthetic – particularly when it comes to 
restaurants and food brands.” He urges designers to “Move on! It’s 
time to look forward, not backward.” Even we, your cordial organiz-
ers and Salvagers of work not selected by judges, were left wanting 
more, salvaging only 11 projects, none of them from the standalone 
Logo category which was particularly weak this year. Nonetheless, 
we all did manage to select 46 projects that survived the different 
gauntlets thrown at them by the judges.

Sagi Haviv reminded us that although “the concept of good design 
is subjective” and that “solving the client’s problem and creating 
a mark that works well for the client is not enough” his choices 
represented “something about the design that moved me” and 
“something that I would remember.” Charlie also looked for more 
meaning in the work, “I was much more drawn to work that ex-
pressed some hint of the human element, with emotion, humor or 
intellect working in tandem with the hand, and intent, of an artist.” 
And for Tom it came down to work that “[hinges] upon a single core 
idea, beautifully executed.” This year’s work,  represented by a 
significantly international group — only 30% of the winning entries 
were from the U.S. — combined the best traits of design making 
and design thinking into relevant logos, identities, and brands to 
give us a glimpse into the best practices across industries, markets, 
and cultures.

Congratulations to the winners and many thanks to all who entered,

bryony gomez-palacio + armin Vit 
Principals, UnderConsideration
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Judges

clement moK 
THE OFFICE OF CLEMENT MOK

tom crabtree 
FOUNDER AND CREATIVE DIRECTOR AT MANUAL

cHarlie cronK 
FOUNDING PARTNER AT KITSBOW

sagi HaViV 
PARTNER AND DESIGNER AT CHERMAYEFF & GEISMAR & HAVIV

masoud gerami 
PRESIDENT AT HEART OF TEA

Among Sagi’s numerous projects for the firm are the logo designs and 

identity systems for the Library of Congress, CFA Institute, Harvard  

University Press, Conservation International, Women’s World Banking,  

and Armani Exchange. Sagi designed the award-winning animation “Logo-

motion,” a ten-minute tribute to the firm’s famous trademarks that was 

not only the first animated trademark sequence of such scope, but also 

introduced a new approach to showcasing a firm’s portfolio. Sagi’s other 

motion graphics work includes the opening sequences for PBS documen-

tary series such as Carrier, Circus, and Half The Sky, as well as the closing 

performance at Alicia Keys 2009 Keep-A-Child-Alive Benefit. Sagi joined 

the firm in 2003 after graduating from The Cooper Union School of Art. 

He teaches Visual Identity Design at The School of Visual Arts in New York 

City. Sagi is coauthor of Identify: Basic Principles Of Identity Design In the 

Iconic Trademarks of Chermayeff & Geismar (Print Publishers, 2011).

Masoud Gerami is an entrepreneur committed to philanthropy. He 

graduated from the University of Edinburgh with a BEng in Mechani-

cal Engineering. His dissertation, a “Pushchair Product Solution for the 

Simultaneous Transport of a Special Needs Child & Able Bodied Child” 

addressed a problem identified by a Scottish Member of Parliament. 

The design was granted the highest award within its discipline, and later 

submitted for further research into mass production.

An avid traveler, Gerami spent six months driving through twenty six 

countries from South Africa to London before moving to New York to 

collaborate with Chermayeff & Gesimar & Haviv in creating the design for 

Heart of Tea, an all-natural line of ready to drink iced teas. A major focus 

of his business is developing rewarding partnerships within the local com-

munity, aiding and employing the homeless to help their rehabilitation.

Clement is an award winning designer, digital pioneer, software publisher, 

app developer, author, and design patent holder. Clement, a former 

creative director at Apple in the early 80s, founded multiple successful 

design-related businesses: Studio Archetype, CMCD, and NetObjects. He 

was the Chief Creative Officer of Sapient, a Trustee of Art Center College 

of Design and the national president of AIGA. Currently, he’s a founding 

partner of SUGARFISH and SameSurf as well as start-ups on a variety of 

design planning and user experience related projects. Mok, a 2008 AIGA 

Medalist, has been published internationally and has received hundreds  

of awards from professional organizations and publications including  

I.D. 40 most influential designers, and Chief Executive Magazine, which 

named him one of 1998’s Tech 100 CEOs. He also serves on the advisory  

boards of numerous start-ups, technology companies, colleges and non-

profit organizations.

Born in Yorkshire, England in 1975, Tom spent the first decade of his ca-

reer in London working for boutique design studios with clients in fashion, 

music, art, architecture, and luxury retail. In 2006 Tom’s career took a 

different direction when he relocated to San Francisco to join Apple as an 

Art Director, specializing in packaging design. At Apple he was responsible 

for photo art direction and packaging design for software and hardware 

products, most notably the award winning iPhone packaging. In 2009 he 

founded Manual, a design and visual communication studio. As Creative 

Director, Tom has designed and directed brand and communication 

strategies for a deliberately diverse range of clients including Nest, Nike, 

Gap, Google, San Francisco Chronicle, AIGA, in addition to a range of 

startups and small businesses. Tom is also the creator and editor of Loose 

Leaf — an art publication featuring large scale works of art, illustration, 

and photography, from creatives around the world.

Charlie is a founding partner of Kitsbow Mountain Bike Wear, a premium 

collection of technical, functional sports apparel with a minimalist design 

aesthetic. He has been designing soft goods as well as building and 

repositioning brands big and small for over 25 years. Cronk’s design focus 

in recent years has been organized around aspects of sustainability and 

long-lasting durable goods. Cronk has been an instructor at several Bay 

Area design schools, and continues to mentor future design talent.

A lover of the outdoors and all things with two wheels, Cronk merges an 

art and music background with a love of old-world style, and the feel of 

print on paper to inspire his design aesthetic. The touch of textiles, and 

the ability for them to do more than appears on the surface, merge with 

cutting edge construction techniques to forge the vision he brings to his 

design work at Kitsbow.
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cystic Fibrosis trust by joHnson banKs 
CHOSEN BY CLEMENT MOK

speaK up aFrica by dia 
CHOSEN BY TOM CRABTREE

Henry wood by tHe partners 
CHOSEN BY CHARLIE CRONK

Judges’ Picks
compreHensiVe identity project

FULL PROjECT ON PAGE 32

logo

FULL PROjECT ON PAGE 15

basic identity application

FULL PROjECT ON PAGE 17

ligHtcast by tHe partners 
CHOSEN BY SAGI HAVIV

blue goose by sid lee 
CHOSEN BY MASOUD GERAMI

basic identity application

FULL PROjECT ON PAGE 18

compreHensiVe identity project

FULL PROjECT ON PAGE 26

As identity designers we continuously strive for the perfect synthesis of word and 
image. The symbols for Apple or Target work beautifully, for example, but it’s 
harder to hit this goal with a purely typographic mark. However, when a wordmark 
achieves a clear fusion between word and image, it can be even more poetic. In 
the Partners’s treatment of the typography for Lightcast, it is as if the letters were 
hit by a single light source, which brings the image and word together in beautiful 
harmony. But for the small detail of the solid copyright mark, it’s a great logotype.

For me, this design was all about the packaging.  It does a great job in differentiat-
ing the product from the competition, while communicating the product’s values 
through design. It’s different, simple, clean, bold, and very inviting. 

This particular branding program did something none of the other entries were 
able to do — the ability to project and deliver a very complex idea in a very 
powerful, simple and humane way. The idea can easily be over designed. It’s not 
the prettiest piece in the competition but I think it’s the piece that feels the most 
authentic.

This is a very well-executed, simple, and smart identity. It instantly conveys the 
meaning of the name. And it looks great. It couldn’t be more appropriate. 

I loved how effortlessly the craftsperson’s name and his imprint merged so distinc-
tively together with his medium and his art. The morphed fingerprint/woodgrain 
worked very effectively on paper, in 3-D touch on the stacked wooden business 
card, as well as applied to the brass hardware of a door. The sense of permanence, 
juxtaposed against the idea of a random, temporary touch of the hand, was simply, 
and completely captivating to me.
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judges’ comments

Bold move for an opera company. A branding idea that’s clever, distinctive and flexible. A program executed  

with restrain, discipline and elegance. Job well done. — clement moK

A chic logo, applied seamlessly. It’s implemented harmoniously throughout all applications while staying true  

to the brand, the message and identity. — masoud gerami

It’s always dangerous to create a logo anchored in a great animation, because so often the identity doesn’t have 

what it takes to function as a still image in print, on the web, in advertising, etc. The identity for Opera Australia 

is an exception: although the animation is what drew me to this simple and clever design, it really works in the 

attractive collateral for the opera as a distinctive and sophisticated identity. Well done. — sagi HaViV

For me this work just boiled it all down to the essence of great design - simplicity, elegance and a unilateral spark 

of creativity. The focus on the typography with the linear bracketing was a very successful template from which to 

begin. To look at the design of the ticket, posters and handbooks etc, all felt like such an easeful, natural language 

stemming from the typography template. I simply loved the clean design elements, as well as the reference to 

sophistication and the variety of experience contained within the Opera’s walls. — cHarlie cronK

It’s a very elegant typographic identity that comes to life in motion due to its flexibility. I commend the concept 

and execution for it’s restrained simplicity —using only a series of vertical bars to frame, conceal, reveal, and 

layer typography and images. The integration of photography is also nicely handled. Overall the identity feels 

contemporary enough to appeal to a younger audience, and classic enough to also appeal to the more mature 

Opera goer. — tom crabtree



executiVe creatiVe director CHRIS MACLEAN associate design director AMI GAINFORD senior designer ERIC NG senior 
writer LEX COURTS strategists REBECCA LESTER, DOUG NASH

Opera Australia by Interbrand Sydney
ranK  
BEST OF SHOW

proFessional  
COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

Australia’s national opera company, the largest arts organisation since 

its foundation in 1956, delivering over 600 performances a year. In 2009 

Lyndon Terracini as new Artistic Director brought a bold, new vision to the 

company: to deliver opera to the widest possible audience in Australia.

brieF To redefine the Opera Australia brand to attract new audiences. 

Based on the artistic director’s new vision, it should appeal to a contempo-

rary Australia and be available to wider audiences than just the opera elite. 

The new brand definition will then inform a new brand identity system to 

be deployed across the entire organisation to bring the brand idea to life.

We introduced a new brand idea, Setting Opera Free, to articulate the 

company’s belief that opera should be for everyone. A new identity system 

was created that could open-up to reveal Opera Australia’s incredible 

diversity. The logo opens from OA to reveal Opera and Opera Australia. 

Everything in between the O and A is opera, and is Opera Australia—as 

wonderfully unexpected as that might be.

Interbrand understood what the brand needed very rapidly and thoroughly, 

and the execution of their ideas was superb. The new branding has only 

been out a few days, but already there is a sense from staff and patrons 

that they are more proud to be associated with the company, and from 

others that it’s time to take another look at Opera Australia. — georgia  

riVers, sales and marKeting director at opera australia

beFore
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executiVe creatiVe director MIKE RIGBY creatiVe director BEN MILES senior designer jO ROCA senior writer LEX COURTS 
senior motion designer MIKE TOSETTO strategists KALINA GONDEVSKA, ANDY WRIGHT

beFore

art director and designer LUCA EUSEBIO

AGDA by Interbrand Sydney

Nimsai by Studio Eusebio

ranK  

ranK  

proFessional  
LOGO

proFessional  
LOGO

The peak national organisation representing the Australian graphic design 

industry. With more than 2,600 members throughout the creative sector, 

it’s dedicated to advancing the profession through an interrelated program 

of state, national, and international activities in education, advocacy, and 

professional development.

brieF To change the perception and feeling around AGDA—from an 

association perceived as behind, corporate, and closed off, to one fully 

open to new technology, new opportunities, new ideas, and of course new 

members. It also needed to be open to new disciplines—such as digital 

design, motion design, writing for design, and branding.

AGDA is the connecting force that unites our industry. It celebrates the 

things that make us different and the things that pull us together. The per-

fect balance between unity and diversity. The logo connects at either end, 

representing a chain-link of the industry coming together. The idea was 

to keep the core brand elements timeless; to resist the urge to make the 

identity too trendy or cool. That way, there is space for different designers 

to be more expressive around the logo and typography, while the core ele-

ments remain for years to come. 

The experience of working with the Interbrand team was incredibly 

insightful. They clarified ideas that we as an organization already had but 

also provided insights into our business that we had not even considered. 

Big ideas and a bold new direction. The result was a fresh, flexible and un-

expected brand identity that has already begun flourishing in the hands of 

other designers. Our visual identity has never been so sharp and our future 

has never been so bright. — nicHolas eldridge, national treasurer and 

interim ceo at agda

This Zurich-based label provides material goods of all kinds, specializing in 

the creation of unique hand-sewn products.

brieF To create a visual identity representing the craftsmanship of Nimsai 

that can then be applied using different techniques.

The graphic identity we developed for Nimsai is based on using an ellipse 

as the core element to generate the logotype, the monogram, and the 

related patterns. The logotype is a combination of geometric forms and 

handwritten characters. The application of the ellipse effectively highlights 

the artisan nature of the label.

For my sewing studio I wanted a logo which represents my craftsmanship. 

The handwritten style of the logotype is ideal for showing off my craft, 

and at the same time is reminiscent of the zig zag stitch. The monogram 

is an optimal solution, especially for the use of woven labels. Not only can 

it be used in very small sizes, but it also has a high recognition value!  

— jasmin FleiscHmann, owner oF nimsai
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art director PETER CHRISTENSEN designers PETER CHRISTENSEN, LASSE FYHRING creatiVe NICKI VAN ROON account director 
SøREN HEROLD

designer  WINNIE LEE copywriter ED RENDELL strategist NANCY jOHNSTON

CASA A/S by Ineo Designlab

Tengri by Tengri

ranK  

ranK  

proFessional  
LOGO

proFessional  
LOGO

A large Danish construction and real estate company.

brieF The assignment was to rebrand the company due to internal change 

in company structure, and design a new visual identity. The client asked 

for a complete makeover.

The concept of the new logo was to communicate the same thing as the 

previous logo (building and construction) but in a more indirect way—not 

by showing actual buildings but by using elements aesthetically connected 

to building and construction. The new custom logotype is inspired by 

architectural drawings and the heavy weight of the type adds the desired 

amount of construction feel. One of the most obvious characteristics of 

the identity design is the purple color which—for a Danish construction 

company—is a daring choice in a field where most companies are blue 

and conservative. We call it “a blue with a twist.”

We needed a new design to signal that we are a creative and unconventional, 

yet solid and trustworthy player in the construction and real estate market. 

Ineo gave us exactly that. They designed our new logo with bold typog-

raphy—solid/brick-like at the core and rounded at the edges thereby 

capturing the duality we wanted to display in one simple logo. In addition, 

without ever forcing the agenda, they gradually convinced us that purple 

was the new CASA. Today, we are very pleased that they did. It brings a 

cool, yet classy edge to our design distinguishing us in the market and 

adding to the CASA Spirit within our team. — micHael storgaard, general 

counsel at casa group

A UK-based, sustainable, eco-friendly, fairtrade company that aspires  

to bring Mongolian yak knitwear to the forefront of the fashion industry.  

It aims to preserve the Mongolian landscape and support the nomadic 

herders’ way of life, which is threatened by industrialisation, land  

degradation, and pollution.

brieF The assignment was to create a identity that captured the spirit of 

Mongolia with specific relevance to fashion and the Mongolian yak. The 

set challenges were to retain references to traditional Mongolian culture 

(without making it too ethnic), while capturing a modern and minimalist 

feel, and an edgy and luxurious identity. Finally, the design had to enable 

the company’s identity to be relevant if it expanded beyond knitwear into 

other areas in the fashion and textile industry.

We wanted to create a simple, contemporary-looking logo that conveyed 

the boldness and strength of Mongolian people and the yak. The process 

began with researching everything Mongolian, from the inspirational 

national hero Genghis Khan, to Mongolian warriors, bold fabric patterns, 

herder families tending yak in the harsh landscape, and local climate. 

Then followed many sketched iterations of the logo incorporating the letter 

T (from the name Tengri) and alluding to the shape of a yak’s head. The 

line is inspired by the Mongolian Ulzii pattern, a symbol of longevity and 

happiness. This final design ticks all the boxes, uniting multiple elements 

with bold clarity.

Bringing to life a modern British fashion label that represents edgy yak 

wool knitwear, while remaining authentic to Mongolian culture, was 

indeed a challenge. Winnie’s idea of focusing on the letter T in Tengri and 

her in-depth research of Mongolian national patterns—combined with 

an image of a yak’s head to form the identity logo—was pure creative 

genius. The level of execution, the impact and result of this logo design 

is absolutely amazing. As a start-up, the strength of our brand logo has 

enabled us to become a respected business overnight. — nancy joHnston, 

ceo and Founder at tengri

beFore
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English:

Italian:

designer  MITCHELL PAONE project manager MEG DONOHOE

creatiVe director NEREO ZAGO

Speak Up Africa by DIA

Biennale dello Spazio Pubblico by Zago LLC

ranK  

ranK  

proFessional  
LOGO

proFessional  
LOGO

A creative health communications and advocacy organization dedicated  

to catalyzing African leadership, enabling policy change, securing resourc-

es, and inspiring individual action for the most pressing issues affecting 

Africa’s future: child health. It is headquartered in Dakar, Senegal.

brieF Speak Up Africa approached us to overhaul their logo and brand 

identity. They realized their current logo was doing the organization a 

disservice by not accurately representing the international scale of their 

outreach. Our goal was to create something that was simple and have 

universal appeal across cultural and language barriers. 

Initially we did a lot of research on African tribal textiles, as well as  

visual references that related to Africa, communication, sound, humanity,  

outreach… Then we created a logo using sound-waves to illustrate the 

communications focus of the organization. We then encapsulated the wave 

illustration within the iconic shape of Africa. Lastly, we finessed the illustra-

tion to subtlety reference a thumbprint to give the logo a sense of humanity. 

Speak Up Africa approached DIA to create a brand identity that conveys 

sophistication, optimism, and communication while maintaining a 

distinctly African feel. DIA nailed the design in the first round. The mark, 

which simultaneously evokes sound waves, an ear form, and the African 

continent without lapsing into cliché, was the immediate and obvious 

choice. The brand palette is clean, modern, and vibrant, with a subtle 

nod to the Pan-African flag. We could not be happier with DIA’s work and 

the continued positive attention it’s brought to the company. — angela 

Foster, creatiVe director at speaK up aFrica

An international biennial event created with the purpose of celebrating  

the importance of public space for the quality of life and social equity in 

cities, debating public-space related themes, and presenting good prac-

tices from all over the world on the creation, management, and enjoyment 

of public spaces. 

brieF Zago was asked to create a unique and distinguishing mark to  

symbolize the Bienniale. Considering its multilingual audience, the logo 

had to be read in Italian and English, and the symbol had to encompass 

the notion of space while maintaining three-dimensionality. 

The logomark was created from the foundation of the B that starts  

Bienniale. The B forms one continuous line symbolizing inclusion and  

community. The shape of the B has been designed to give the illusion  

of space and three-dimensionally with a gradient effect. We created a  

logo that was truly distinctive and sustainable with the ability to be 

adapted for future use.

After a few initial attempts, we immediately felt that our logo should be 

produced by Zago LLC. We had always been impressed by their excellence 

in combining elegance with restraint, clarity with suggestion. The logo 

they offered met our best expectations. The fonts, the proportions, and 

the grey color nuances that create a tri-dimensional relief for the letter 

B establish the Biennial’s unique personality; and their coupling with the 

year create space, as it were, for renewing the Biennial’s message while 

retaining its distinctive features. — mario spada, coordinator at biennale 

spazio pubblico and pietro garau, international curator at biennale 

spazio pubblico
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creatiVe director STUART RADFORD senior designer SAM HALL printer BOSS PRINT

Henry Wood by The Partners
ranK  proFessional  

BASIC IDENTITY

Master craftsman and carpenter. His work ranges from solo commissions 

to working with larger teams that require a high level of craftmanship.

100% of Henry Wood’s work comes through either word of mouth or exist-

ing contacts.

brieF Develop an identity to reflect Henry Wood’s talent, craft, and passion 

for all things wood, with a special emphasis on his business card, his most 

commonly used point of contact.

A thumb print/wood grain logo creates his unique maker’s mark—even his 

age is in the mark, count the rings. For those special commissions Henry’s 

mark is laser etched on to a brass plaque and discreetly placed under-

neath his furniture items. The business card takes on the appearance of 

wood, achieved by duplexing five 540gsm alternating colors of GF Smith 

Colorplan making it a mighty 2,700gsm business card.

Throughout the process, there was a clear focus on creating a design to 

reflect me as a person as well as the carpenter I am. We talked through 

my goals and I was involved in the whole process. The result far exceeded 

my expectations. It really is a symbol of the carpenter I am. Even the 

paper stock enforced a high quality natural feel. I have such confidence 

in distributing my business cards, with many clients commenting on how 

much they liked them. — Henry wood
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creatiVe director STUART RADFORD design director LEON BAHRANI

Lightcast Ltd. by The Partners
ranK  proFessional  

BASIC IDENTITY

Expert lighting directors from Manchester, UK, providing creative solutions 

for theatres, TV shows, and events. Credits include Celebrity Big Brother 

2013, The Million Pound Drop, and The Voice Blind Auditions.

brieF Design a logo and stationery to reflect their creative lighting capabili-

ties and project their brand with confidence.

Their new logo uses a copyright symbol as a light source, elegantly casting  

light onto the top and right hand edges of black letters spelling the com-

pany’s name. Their letterhead reveals a hidden logo watermark when held 

up to a light source, and their business cards are gloss foiled along the 

top and right hand edges—mimicking the light catching the edges of the 

letters in their logo.

Creating an impactful identity in a highly specialised industry dominated 

by a few big names and many smaller organisations was key. The identity 

needed to cover a range of existing and future services under one look 

and feel and appeal to a diverse range of potential clients from the gener-

al public to senior TV and studio executives. We have had great feedback 

from clients and industry colleagues as to the distinctly different design, 

which cuts through a sea of competitor’s colors and images. The identity 

also provides tremendous scope to translate across marketing collateral 

and environmental spaces. — martyn rourKe, owner and Kate jones, 

director at ligHtcast ltd.
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creatiVe directors RODRIGO SAIANI, GUSTAVO SAIANI art director EDUARDO MATTOS illustrator KAKO (KAKOFONIA STUDIO) 
designers EDUARDO MATTOS, LUISA BORjA, RODRIGO SAIANI, LUCAS CAMPOI code POEMA: GUSTAVO SAIANI, CAIO VACCARO, LUISA BORjA

creatiVe director jOHN FURNEAUX designers DAVID ADAMS, jOHN FURNEAUX illustrator  DAVID ADAMS

Andaluz Identity by Plau

Planet Kid by Projektor Brand Image

ranK

ranK

proFessional 
BASIC IDENTITY

proFessional 
BASIC IDENTITY

An audio/video production company established in 2013 by a multi-cultural 

trio of filmmakers. They create, direct, and produce their self initiated proj-

ects with technical and creative rigor. The stories they create are usually 

oneiric and non-linear with plenty of room for interpretation. 

brieF To design the new company’s branding. The three cinematographers 

had come up with Andaluz as their name—two of them just arriving from 

Spain and highly influenced by filmmaking during the surrealist period. 

They were in the very initial stages of their business facing fierce competi-

tion in a thriving market, and their goal was to look established and be 

taken as respected contenders in entering governmental incentive grants 

and in bids for private funding for their productions. Nevertheless, they 

were running on a tight budget and required a creatively economic solution.

The concept of surrealism was clear from the beginning, their name 

stemming from the short surrealist movie Un Perro Andaluz by Luis Buñuel 

and Salvador Dalí. For the logo nothing made more non-sense to us than 

a scratchboard illustration of a rocking chair + horse head letter A for the 

logotype. Kako, a master illustrator from Brazil rendered our concept bril-

liantly. For the business cards, CD case, and website, non-linearity, noise, 

a splash of inexpensive yellow paper with monochrome images, 7 stamps, 

fucked up scans, and Futura and Adobe Garamond, complete the retro 

psychedelic brand image.

In our first approach with the designers, we had many ideas and refer-

ences for our brand. Knowing their talent, we trusted them to interpret 

and develop our ideas—we really wanted their contribution. When they 

showed us the first logo ideas, I was amazed by the result. At that very 

moment I felt the strength and impact that that logo would have when 

finished. It could synthetize everything we ever wanted for our brand. 

Simply amazing. Today we get compliments all the time for the brand, but 

more than that, we are remembered in our market for it. — glauco guigon, 

co-Founder at andaluz

With a wide collection of mostly Canadian-designed and made clothes, 

Planet Kid seeks to be the coolest kid boutique in Canada—the store has 

become well known for fresh and fun clothes, and décor and accessories 

for babies and kids.

brieF A move to a new and larger location in 2012 gave Planet Kid the 

chance to refresh their brand image and dial up the story on their 

extensive selection. 

We designed a solution that’s fresh, fun, and incredibly functional. The 22 

custom designed icons that make up the logo serve as the core elements 

for the broader program. The icons are used both to help customers 

navigate through the product lines as well a serving as ways to draw atten-

tion to new products. Simple, bold, and cost effective, the image program 

allows Planet Kid to apply the identity in an endless number of ways both 

at a physical store level as well as on an expanding online platform.

Projektor made the entire re-branding experience a dream! John’s 

approach was intuitive and he and David produced the perfect brand 

identity for Planet Kid. Fresh, modern, clean—I wanted something that 

will stay with the store forever without becoming dated. Not only did 

they meet my expectations but exceeded them by creating an image/icon 

program that allow me great flexibility and range. I am truly THRILLED 

with the results—and proud to have their work be front and center in my 

gorgeous store. — sara Fillmore, owner/Founder at planet Kid
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creatiVe director KEN-TSAI LEE typeFace designer CHUN-YING LIN assistant HSIN-CHI TSAO, A.Y. CHEN

art director CARLOS MARTíNEZ designer MAR TRAVA

Type Directors Club and Taiwan TECH by Ken-Tsai Lee

Jorge Carlos Zoreda by Bienal Comunicación

ranK

ranK

proFessional 
BASIC IDENTITY

proFessional 
BASIC IDENTITY

An annual competition and exhibition made possible by the joint efforts of 

the Type Directors Club and the National Taiwan University of Science and 

Technology (Taiwan TECH).

brieF To design the identity and collateral materials necessary for the 

annual exhibition.

We created a geometric grid that allowed Taiwan TECH’s students to 

design the Type Directors Club Annual Exhibition in Chinese characters—

one of the students designed the Type image as Chinese Calligraphy. In order 

to combine the western design with Chinese culture together, we used the 

type as a key visual and applied it across the entire branding system.

This is a self-generated project. The designer is the client so a client 

statement is not applicable in this case.

Architect, plastic artist, and professor from Yucatan, Mexico, whose work 

in architecture is nationally and internationally recognized. With his son, 

Roberto Zoreda, they formed a talented professional team that resulted 

in a new prestigious studio.

brieF jorge Carlos Zoreda wanted a graphic identity that represented the 

merger with his son Roberto Zoreda. The new firm gracefully combines 

the plastic and artisanal principles of architecture with the technology in 

this digital era of information.   

Their graphic identity is based in taking all architectural processes in a 

plastic, crafted way, creating a unique characteristic seal in every and 

each of their projects making them unique and incomparable. We created 

a very symmetrical and modern logo which is coherent with the discipline 

and at the same time reflects the prestige the team has earned. For sta-

tionery elements, we took drawings from their sketchbooks to reflect the 

artistic and handmade vision that defines their work. 

We wanted an identity that would demonstrate our artisanal creative 

processes, and also be congruent and professional. We believe in the 

authenticity of every building, its coexistence with nature and urban plan-

ning worthy of the city’s inhabitants. When they asked for my sketches 

notebook to work on my image, I knew that it would be a good idea 

because it would reflect my mental process as an architect. Finally, when 

we saw the finished work, with the sketches applied to make every piece 

of paperwork authentic, it surpassed our expectations and the decision 

to choose it and use it was unanimous. — jorge carlos zoreda, arcHitect 

at jorge carlos zoreda
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creatiVe director PABLO jUNCADELLA designer jAVIER ARIZU

creatiVe and art director MARK BRADDOCK copywriter MELITA MASTERS designers MARK BRADDOCK, NATHAN TEOH 
art worKer IAN MCCULLOCH

Daniel Juncadella by Mucho

Feral Brewing Company by Block Branding

ranK

ranK

proFessional 
BASIC IDENTITY

proFessional 
BASIC IDENTITY

One of the most promising European young talents in motorsport today, 

and recently selected as the official Mercedes driver for DTM, and test 

driver for The F1 Mercedes team.

brieF Due to his status he had to improve both his personal brand and the 

way he communicated with his growing fan base and the press.

We created an elegant and solid symbol based on the two initials of his 

name (D and j) in the shape of a curve and an arrow. This new brand will be 

applied to merchandising and various marketing materials. We also devel-

oped a new website integrating a visual language that captures the glamour 

of motor-racing along with the thrill of a young up-and-coming talent.

Mucho created a brand that reflects the essence of what a contempo-

rary sports personality brand should have: dynamism, heritage, and 

a flexibility and longevity that would allow us to use the brand in all 

commercial endeavors. They developed an original visual language 

together with an easy to use and dynamic website for my communication 

team. — daniel juncadella

Western Australia’s largest independent brewery with a cult following of 

beer enthusiasts globally. Based in the Swan Valley, in Western Australia, 

the brewery is the current titleholder of the Australian International Beer 

Awards for Best Large Australian Brewery.

brieF The explosion of craft brews has seen the beer cabinet become 

one of the most crowded retail spaces imaginable. Feral is a brand that 

produces unconventional big-flavoured beers that reflect their beer mak-

ers’ passions. When the brewery commissioned us to redesign their suite 

of bottled beer labels, they were suffering from a condition of multiple 

personalities, outdated style, and little point of difference in the market. 

By using an old photocopier, pen, ink, and scanner, we designed a set of 

labels and accompanying material that shunned the trendy, craft-beer, 

small-batch, minimalist look. The result was something that now stands 

out amongst the competition on the shelves while remaining uniquely 

Feral. This brand and packaging overhaul sees the brewery’s products 

unified under a solid look and feel, albeit with a uniquely Feral personality. 

The rebranding is handcrafted and distinctive without detracting from the 

company’s obsessive focus on its beers, flavors, and ingredients.

Our beer labels were looking confused and indistinguishable on the bottle 

shop shelf, so we came to Block with the task of creating a cohesive 

design across our rather eclectic portfolio. We wanted something unique 

and distinctly Feral. By taking a handcrafted approach, Block redesigned 

our suite of labels and solidified our passionate approach to beer. Our 

new look now owns its shelf space in a very ballsy way—Block have done 

a great job at bringing the outside of the bottle in line with what’s inside 

it. — steVe Finney, sales manager at Feral brewing company
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art director and designer KEI TAKIMOTO

designer BRENT COUCHMAN

Krimth Inc. by Kei Takimoto

Jut by Moniker

ranK  

ranK  

proFessional  
BASIC IDENTITY

proFessional  
BASIC IDENTITY

A manufacturer of nail art products for professional use mainly targeted 

within the japan market. It was established in 2013.

brieF To design the logomark, stationery, calendar, and promotional materi-

als for the nail art product manufacturer Krimth Inc. The target audience is 

professional nail artists and cosmeticians in japan, where there are already 

many competitors in the market, so Krimth Inc. needed to have a strong 

and impactful identity.

Creating a logomark and exposing it to various media alone would not 

leave a strong impression among consumers. So I created a logomark 

that is variable and transformable—I made it possible, depending on the 

media, to stretch and to transform into a striped pattern. The vertical 

stretch and the stripe pattern are also reminiscent of beautiful, slender 

fingers with elegant nails.

It was not easy to start a nail art product manufacturing company in 2013 

in Japan where the fashion nail market was already at a mature stage. 

However, this time, with total branding design support by the graphic 

designer Mr. Kei Takimoto, a brand design with huge impact was developed 

and our brand has been quickly recognized in the market. We really 

appreciate it. We are going to gradually increase the high quality product 

lineup and keep cultivating this brand. —yasuKo imai, ceo at KrimtH inc.

An open-source data analytics platform for Enterprise IT based in San 

Francisco, CA. They’re solving the problem of disconnected analytics 

resources for huge corporations.

brieF Create an identity to stand out visually from the sea of sameness  

in the enterprise IT world. The identity needed to be bold and impactful, 

and speak to the products with confidence and stability.

The logo is constructed from basic shapes derived from pie charts and  

infographics to speak directly to jut’s product offering. The bold weight 

and heavy presence of the logo are meant to stand out from the overly 

friendly competitors and signal that jut is different. The color palette is 

decidedly simple, using bold black and white with pops of yellow and  

silver as highlights.

Moniker was a pleasure to work with. They used a user- and market-centered 

design process to help Jut capture the essence of our brand in a way 

that would stand out in a competitive marketplace. Jut wanted a visual 

presence that would not only look confident and strong, but would also 

strengthen our connection to data analytics. Their focus on constructing 

the logo out of a few basic shapes provided analytical reasoning that 

would appeal to all our buyers, our employees, and even our designers.  

— apurVa daVé, Vice president marKeting at jut
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ranK  proFessional  
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creatiVe director MARC HOHMANN designers MARC HOHMANN, SAM AYLING, IMRI LARSEN strategists STEVE LAWRENCE, AMIT 
SABHARWAL, BENjAMIN GRANT production BRENDAN DEVALLANCE pHotograpHers DAVID ARKY PHOTOGRAPHY, STANLEY, LIPPINCOTT

STANLEY by Lippincott
ranK  proFessional  

COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

The flagship brand of the Stanley Black and Decker portfolio, has been 

recognized as one of the leading global hand tool manufacturers for the 

past 170 years. In recent years, however, the brand has dramatically  

grown into new industries such as security, healthcare, infrastructure,  

and oilfield services.

brieF To get the proper recognition for its diversity and growth STANLEY 

needed to move beyond the common perception that it is a brand just for 

hand tools. The challenge was to preserve STANLEY’s strong heritage as 

a reliable, high-quality, and trusted product manufacturer, while elevating 

the brand into the ranks of the world’s leading multi-industrial companies.

Our goal was to create a positioning and a visual identity that signal the 

evolution of an agile, unified brand. Cohesion was achieved with Perfor-

mance in Action, focusing on the excellence inherent in every STANLEY 

product, employee, and business, and was communicated through new 

positioning, architecture, and messaging guidelines. The visual identity is 

grounded in STANLEY’s heritage, while simultaneously signaling their new 

direction. The logo frees the STANLEY name while maintaining the notch 

concept and the signature yellow and black palette that is synonymous 

with the brand. The resulting shape is an arrow-like triangle that speaks 

directly to the concept of action. 

The new STANLEY brand positioning and identity work by Lippincott has 

helped realign this 170-year-old iconic brand with the new STANLEY 

range of businesses, products, and services. This brand is now more than 

great tools, it includes Security, Industrial, Healthcare, Infrastructure, 

and more. The Performance in Action positioning, the new logo and 

identity work have helped energize our 48,000 employees and has been 

well received by customers everywhere. — scott bannell, Vice president 

corporate brand management and licensing at stanley
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executiVe creatiVe director DAVE ROBERTS creatiVe director TOM KOUKODIMOS senior designers FLAVIO CARVALHO, ANNA 
SERA GARCIA designer OLEG PORTNOY copywriters PIP SCOWCROFT, LAURENT ABESDRIS typograpHer IAN BRIGNELL illustra-
tor BEN KWOK pHotograpHers ROB FIOCCA, STEVE KRUG production jIMMY LEE art buyer/producer EMILY PATTERSON print 
production M&H GRAPHICS print producer KARLA RAMIREZ grapHic artist jOHNLEE RAINE

Blue Goose by Sid Lee
ranK  proFessional  

COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

A Canadian organic and natural food company that specializes in high 

quality beef, chicken, and fish. In 2013, it introduced itself to consumers 

through a new mission and product mix.

brieF In anticipation of its national rollout Blue Goose sought to overhaul 

the brand to improve its low awareness. Canadians, however, are skeptical 

of brands in this category as marketers frequently use misleading imagery 

and buzzwords in their communications. Blue Goose had nothing to hide. 

Our challenge then was to define an evocative brand purpose that would 

translate into a compelling visual identity; one that would leap off the 

shelf, spark consumer interest, and build trust in the brand.

Blue Goose understands that consumers care most about the personal 

health benefits of organic and natural foods, so we made this truth visibly 

undeniable. Our approach was designed to break conventions, connecting 

product properties with tangible health benefits in a simple and visual way. 

Armed with the knowledge that Blue Goose is all about vertical integration 

and complete transparency all we did is get out of the way and let the 

animals do the talking. We used crafted portraits as canvases to reflect 

the animals’ natural environment and growing conditions—creating a true 

visual representation of the Blue Goose story. 

The Blue Goose rebrand project has been an absolute success and has 

provided our company with the tools we needed during a critical period 

of national expansion. Our objective at the outset was to build a brand 

platform that could encompass our three proteins of beef, chicken, and 

fish, and create an accompanying visual identity that could allow us to 

clearly stand-out in the marketplace, strike a relevant chord with con-

sumers, and be true to our identity. The work from Sid Lee accomplished 

all the above, and has positioned us to build a strong company moving 

forward. — jonatHan bonnell, director brand and integrated marKeting 

at blue goose
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senior designer NICK SIMS senior strategist SAHIL SACHDEV principal IAN STEPHENS account director CORINNE MYERS

Oklahoma Contemporary Arts Center by Saffron Brand Consultants
ranK  proFessional  

COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

An art gallery, creative space, and non-profit organization previously 

known as the City Arts Centre. By encouraging all forms of creativity, and 

offering progressive and innovative art exhibits, workshops, and educa-

tional sessions, it has been a focal point for creatives in the city.

brieF With a move to more appropriate premises imminent, and a desire to 

grow in size and stature, the challenge for Saffron was to review the brand, 

rethink its positioning and create a visual system to convey the Oklahoma 

Contemporary’s broad purpose and appeal—locally and further afield.

What became clear was the Oklahoma Contemporary’s role in connecting 

the local community with contemporary art, art with the individual, and the 

conventional with the unfamiliar. This inspired the idea of Creative Connec-

tions, made visible through a powerful visual language, and an iconic visual 

system that allows the work of exhibited artists and the educational mission 

of Oklahoma Contemporary to take centre stage—alongside a clean Gotham 

logotype. The new visual identity is being brought to life across Oklahoma 

Contemporary’s communications and built environment. It has helped re-

new a sense of purpose within Oklahoma Contemporary, encouraging them 

to continue connecting all things art.

Everyone involved with Oklahoma Contemporary Arts Center in Oklahoma 

City is thrilled to have this dynamic brand recognized as one of the finest 

in the world. The process with our partners at Saffron was worth the 

long meetings and conversations. As we continue to reveal this brand to 

Oklahoma City and the region, we are encouraged that it will be one of 

longevity and creativity; which in the long run, is exactly what Oklahoma 

Contemporary strives to emulate. — donna rineHart-KeeVer, executiVe 

director at oKlaHoma contemporary arts center
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creatiVe director ROB DUNCAN designers PAM HSU, SIMING WONG

Chairish by Mucho
ranK  proFessional  

COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

An online store that has created a fun and easy way for design lovers to 

buy and sell previously owned furniture and decor to one another.

brieF The name and attitude of the company is fun and they required an 

identity that would appeal to all audiences. We were asked to create a logo 

and identity system that can be used online, on printed collateral, and is flex-

ible enough to be used as a graphic system throughout their office interior.

We reflected the twist and wordplay of the name by creating a logo that 

takes an Eames lounge chair and swaps the back out for a heart. The client 

required a graphic language that suggested these items were pre-owned 

so couldn’t be too polished or pristine. In order to achieve this we devel-

oped a collection of hand drawings of the furniture. These drawings are 

used throughout the stationery system and are blown up large to decorate 

the walls of their office.

When we set out on our hunt for a branding partner, we talked to four lead-

ing agencies and selected Mucho specifically because we found their work 

consistently to be optimistic, simple, chic, and inspired. Mucho’s work on 

our logo and accompanying creative elements are spot on with our brand 

credo and we are incredibly happy with their work. Our logo does a great 

job communicating the spirit and intention of our brand—to easily connect 

design lovers in a trustworthy community to buy and sell beautiful decor. 

— anna brocKway, co-Founder and Vice president at cHairisH
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designers MICHAEL jOHNSON, KATH TUDBALL copywriters MICHAEL jOHNSON, KAT HEATON, NICK ASBURY, CLIENT TEAM people and 
product pHotograpHy CHRISTOPHER BALL typeFace NICK COOKE website READING ROOM animated launcH Film SEBAS AND CLIM

Cystic Fibrosis Trust by johnson banks
ranK  proFessional  

COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

A national charity in the United Kingdom which funds research into the 

disease and provides information and support for patients and families.

brieF We discovered that supporters of the charity feel the general aware-

ness and understanding of cystic fibrosis among the general public is very 

low. People aren’t clear what cystic fibrosis is or does, how they can or 

can’t catch it, and what it means on a day-to-day basis. As the research 

stage progressed, we kept asking, “but, what is it, exactly?” and received a 

multitude of different responses. Mid-way through the research stage we 

had a breakthrough when we noticed the “is” at the end of “fibrosis.”

We suggested the charity should activate the “is” in their name with a series 

of statements, effectively forcing it to always explain what it is, does, and 

why they are here. Some are simple, some are uplifting, and some are hard-

hitting. The Trust now has at least 40 sentences they can use, and we’re 

adding to them continually. Like many charities they are short of funds and 

can’t afford big marketing campaigns, so this effectively makes everything 

they do part of one big “is” campaign. For a small charity with no significant 

advertising spend, this represents a major step-change in activity.

The work that johnson banks did for us on our new brand identity has 

transformed the way we communicate to our community, and the outside 

world. The flexibility built into the scheme means every single piece  

of work we do gets the maximum amount of cut-through for the charity.  

— tamsyn clarK, Head oF marKeting at cystic Fibrosis trust
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executiVe creatiVe director MIKE RIGBY creatiVe director BEN MILES senior designer jO ROCA senior writer LEX COURTS 
senior motion designer MIKE TOSETTO strategists KALINA GONDEVSKA, ANDY WRIGHT

AGDA by Interbrand Sydney
ranK  proFessional  

COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

The peak national organisation representing the Australian graphic design 

industry. With more than 2,600 members throughout the creative sector, 

it’s dedicated to advancing the profession through an interrelated program 

of state, national, and international activities in education, advocacy, and 

professional development.

brieF To change the perception and feeling around AGDA—from an 

association perceived as behind, corporate, and closed off, to one fully 

open to new technology, new opportunities, new ideas, and of course new 

members. It also needed to be open to new disciplines—such as digital 

design, motion design, writing for design, and branding.

AGDA is the connecting force that unites our industry. It celebrates the 

things that make us different and the things that pull us together. The per-

fect balance between unity and diversity. The logo connects at either end, 

representing a chain-link of the industry coming together. The idea was 

to keep the core brand elements timeless; to resist the urge to make the 

identity too trendy or cool. That way, there is space for different designers 

to be more expressive around the logo and typography, while the core  

elements remain for years to come.

The experience of working with the Interbrand team was incredibly 

insightful. They clarified ideas that we as an organization already had but 

also provided insights into our business that we had not even considered. 

Big ideas and a bold new direction. The result was a fresh, flexible and un-

expected brand identity that has already begun flourishing in the hands of 

other designers. Our visual identity has never been so sharp and our future 

has never been so bright. — nicHolas eldridge, national treasurer and 

interim ceo at agda
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creatiVe directors CHI-AN DE LEO, jOSHUA BREIDENBACH designers HAI NGUYEN, NGUYEN HUYNH, jENNIFER CHAN, KORNELIA 
ENGqVIST project manager LAN qUE

UNICEF ZEROawards by Rice Creative
ranK  proFessional  

COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

A United Nations program headquartered in New York, NY, that provides 

long-term humanitarian and developmental assistance to children and 

mothers in developing countries. 

brieF Create a strategic platform from which significant funds could be 

solicited from Vietnamese elite to support UNICEF Vietnam locally. As 

Vietnam entered a middle income global status, UNICEF Vietnam became 

ineligible for some external funds. Even so, 100 children would die daily of 

preventable causes in the country. Awareness of UNICEF was low, though 

they had operated in Vietnam successfully since the mid 1950s. UNICEF 

needed a fundraising platform which would capture the imaginations of 

Vietnam’s most successful individuals and corporations and inspire them 

to generously donate.

Building upon UNICEF’s global platform “Believe in ZERO” we created  

and branded a new, high profile property called the UNICEF ZEROawards 

celebrating humanitarian acts by Vietnamese individuals—trophies would 

be awarded at a ceremony. The brand is centered around a simple logo 

mark which visually explains the cause with a call to action, a zero is 

built from hundreds of plus signs, with each plus representing the power 

of individual donations to make ZERO become a reality. UNICEF raised 

US$440,000 in one night. 176% higher than their quarter-of-a-million-

dollar goal and nearly four times higher than leading fundraising events 

prior. With this, a minimum of 50,000 children will be treated.

I would summarize my experience with the Rice Creative team in two 

words: organic and authentic. I say organic because the concept did not 

happen overnight, as if there was an existing idea which was slightly cus-

tomized. The idea emerged from multiple, in-depth, engaging discussions 

to truly understand UNICEF, our principles, goals, and challenges. I use 

authentic because from top to bottom, head to toe, the idea also emerged 

from within, from real passion and thoughtfulness. As a client, I could not 

be more thrilled with the team and most importantly, the end result for 

the Vietnamese children that we serve. — lara Vu, Head oF uniceF Hcmc 

oFFice and priVate sector partnersHips
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creatiVe director jASON LITTLE senior designer SAMUEL BYRNES designers jEROME LOUSICK, EDUARDO BENETTI

Jason.L by RE
ranK  proFessional  

COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

An online Australian office furniture retailer that sells high quality office 

furniture directly from the factory to keep prices down. From a single chair 

for your home studio, to massive corporate fit-outs, they do it all.

brieF You would think there was enough office furniture in the world to 

keep people’s bottoms ergonomically satisfied, right? Fast-forward three 

years after launching and jason.L was no longer a small player. However, 

the market was changing quickly, and cheap knock-offs and generic 

brands were rife. The company had to elevate their brand to step away 

from the fast-growing competition. 

We took the personality in their tagline “your office furniture mate” and 

ran with it, creating a series of contemporary office furniture characters. 

These form the basis of an identity system that not only reflects what 

jason.L sells, but the way they do business—friendly, upfront, helpful,  

and a little bit out of the ordinary.

The design process was collaborative and open. Our goal was to transform 

the brand into a major player in the office furniture industry in Australia; to  

be a more sophisticated brand while keeping the personality that makes us  

us. The team delivered on this and more. The result was beyond our expec-

tations. The brand is going from strength to strength and we are opening new  

showrooms across the country. — jason leVin, cHieF ergonomic oFFicer 

and marc leVin, cHieF oF controls at jason.l
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creatiVe director GABOR SCHREIER design director MATT ATCHISON implementation designers ALESSANDRO MATTIONI client 
lead TURGAY ADIYAMAN account director LUZ ERHARDT

Ipragaz Go by Saffron Brand Consultants
ranK  proFessional  

COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

The second largest and most important subsidiary of the global giant  

SHV Energy. For decades it has been the leading LPG (Liquefied Petroleum 

Gas) supplier in Turkey striving to satisfy customers’ new needs.

brieF With the Ipragaz name so strongly associated to LPG, Saffron was 

tasked with creating a consumer-facing brand able to provide an appeal-

ing yet distinctive experience in a market where big international brands 

were already well established. This meant creating a brand that visually 

and conceptually separated the automotive gas stations from the existing 

Ipragaz service portfolio—and from its new competitors.

We created the name GO, the core concept, and the visual style. As well 

as partnering with architects Malka+Portús to build a service station 

designed as a place to escape the rigours of the road and even enjoy filling 

up. The electric green on slate grey color palette was created to challenge 

the somewhat predictable visual codes of the sector. Through such design 

we created a unique experience that covers every aspect of a consum-

ers interaction with GO—from the sign on the highway to the sign in the 

restroom, and everything in between.

We worked with Saffron on developing our new brand GO. Saffron’s team 

accurately recognised our needs and recommended the right solutions 

with the utmost clarity. In fact, they understood us better than ourselves. 

We are grateful for having had such visionary partner during this whole 

process. — eyüp aratay, general manager at ipragaz
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art directors and designers jULIEN ALIROL, PAUL RESSENCOURT 
pHotograpHy by MURMURE

Nördik Impakt 15 by Murmure
ranK  proFessional  

COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

Located in Caen, close to Paris, the Nördik Impakt festival was created 15 

years ago by Arts Attack! It is quickly becoming one of the most important 

French and European electronic festivals.

brieF For its 15th year, ArtsAttack! called on Murmure to create its global 

communications. They wanted an elegant, contemporary, and electron-

ics graphic execution across all of the festival materials including print, 

media, street marketing, merchandising, and web. The client also asked 

for budgetary considerations to work with black and white and simple 

printing processes.

In line with the image electronic music can create, we wanted to create an 

artistic direction with electronic connotations which paralleled both the 

sensibility and elegance of the universe of haute couture based on geomet-

ric shapes and minimalist colors. Through the form of teasing, the graphic 

identity is shaped throughout the different mediums of communication. 

The elegance and simplicity of the motif we created enabled us to take over 

the city through large-scale operations. Finally we produced blankets and 

scarves making use of all the possible graphic patterns we developed.t

It has been three years that we entrusted to Murmure the visual identity 

of the Nördik Impakt festival. The main aim was to create a strong visual 

identity that allowed for a coherent and creative adaptation across 

various media, and a global artistic direction for the whole event. Like 

the past two years, the agency has known how to answer perfectly to our 

expectations, proposing a coherent and dynamic graphic identity, what-

ever the communication media: print, web, merch, signage and, this year, 

street-marketing. Since we began working with Murmure, the feedback 

is always excellent. The work is frequently awarded and published for its 

creative quality. Our merchandising products are hugely requested and 

envied in the musical events universe. Finally, to bring a more pragmati-

cally answer, all of our stats are increasing: tickets, web trafic, and  

following on social networks. — damien bullet, communication manager  

at le cargö For arts attacK!
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designer BRENT COUCHMAN

UP Global by Moniker
ranK  proFessional  

COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

Founded in Seattle, WA, by the merger between Startup America—originally 

part of the White House startup initiative in 2011—and Startup Weekend. 

It offers support and guidance to entrepreneurs at all levels, all over the 

world, from pre-start ups, to full-scale companies.

brieF UP Global needed an identity to work as an umbrella for current and 

new programs for entrepreneurs, as well as to signal the merger of two  

organizations. The challenge was in creating a logo that worked interna-

tionally, and a system for the potentially hundreds of regional chapters 

that would work under UP Global.

Reflecting UP Global’s international focus we created an iconic symbol 

combining an up arrow and a globe to make an abstract human form. This 

spoke to their mission of empowering entrepreneurs and their communi-

ties around the world. We also created a logo system where each chapter 

could select their own identifying colors to use in their logo.

Moniker was hired to work with us on a dynamic identity system for 

our newly formed brand, UP Global. This brand was born through a 

partnership of two major organizations that focus on supporting startup 

communities around the world. This mark would need to be localized at a 

variety of levels: globally, nationally, and locally. The brand strategy and 

high-level creative direction were done in-house, while working in a highly 

collaborative fashion with Moniker on the visual design. This included a 

vast range of initial concept directions, which were refined iteratively and 

vetted through contextual application. — miKe mates, creatiVe director 

and strategy at up global
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creatiVe director CRISTIAN “KIT” PAUL designers CRISTIAN “KIT” PAUL, CIPRIAN BADALAN, BOGDAN DUMITRACHE

Indygen by Brandient
ranK  
SALVAGE

proFessional  
BASIC IDENTITY

The local GSM operation of the global telecom player in Romania.

brieF The Client commissioned the creation of a new brand for the local 

market in its quest to build and secure the relationship with young consum-

ers amid major technological disruption facing the telecom industry. The 

product behind the brand is more than a new telecom offer, it is a digital 

platform capable to sustain an ecosystem which will equip the younger 

generation with diverse self-development and entrepreneurial solutions.

The brand was devised like an ideological cultural movement aiming to 

meet the local youth’s needs and expectations—hence the name Indygen:  

both local and indie. A brand shaped like a youth movement needed a 

visual expression able to convey the rebellious energy of youngsters’ 

hearts. Integral part of the typeface-based visual platform, the logo was 

designed to sustain the unrest spirit of the brand, including the trademark 

Change symbol as a glyph. The Indygen SIM card plays further on the 

unconventional, and it comes packaged in a brand-property collectable 

series of urban-warrior-shaped designer toys.

What Brandient created is a robust and ideological brand that represents 

our focus on the young generation. It delivered our goal of creating a 

unified ecosystem, capitalizing at the same time, on the disruption needs 

of the telecom industry. Based on insights from the Millennial generation, 

what started as an innovation hub soon became a manifesto of self de-

velopment and self actualization for Romania’s youth. — tudor gHiurca, 

youtH director at indygen
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art director RAúL CáRDENAS creatiVe director ALFONSO FERNáNDEZ

art director CARLOS MARTíNEZ designer jUVENTINO VáZqUEZ

Cementos Inka by Brandlab

Sarur Arquitectura by Bienal Comunicación

ranK  
SALVAGE

ranK  
SALVAGE

proFessional  
BASIC IDENTITY

proFessional  
BASIC IDENTITY

A Peruvian company that produces and commercializes cement on a 

national level.

brieF Our client asked us to work on a complete redesign and redirection 

of their brand, all of this to get more recognition in the market and to stand 

out more at the point of purchase. 

We noticed that the brand had huge potential, starting by its name, so 

after some research, we drafted the brand strategy we wanted to follow. 

Our main goal was to design a package that reflected strength. We found 

that there were several matching points between the geometrical patterns 

Inka culture used with visual elements in the construction industry. We 

also gave the brand a main role and importance by designing a logo that 

take us to Inka times, while reflecting a contemporary brand as well.

The rebrand Cementos Inka underwent was pretty radical, but in a good 

way. Brandlab was able to create a design that represented quality and 

modernity, aspects that the former design did not reflect. In other words, 

we had a product with great quality but with a presentation that was 

definitely not the best for the construction industry. Since the rebrand 

the results have been really good, sales have been increasing more and 

more each year, and right now we are the cement company with most 

growth in the country. Brandlab did a first class work. — carlos alberto 

cHoy, marKeting manager at cementos inKa

An architectural studio based in Mexico City, Mexico, founded by Gerardo 

Sarur in 2010.

brieF The client wanted to reinvigorate their image in order to take it to a 

more congruent terrain of what architecture means for him.

For the graphic solution we chose to create two ways of reading it which 

can translate into the duality that exists in this discipline: space and time, 

base and height. It’s about communicating two messages in only one 

bidimensional timeline, which works as a remembrance of an architectural 

plan. The result is a sober logotype that embeds the last name of the archi-

tect into the very discipline, and plays a little with the concept of perspective, 

in such way that one can read it horizontally or vertically.

I have always had in mind the characteristics that I wanted to project  

to my clients: sober, timeless, international, minimalist, clean, and 

smart. When Bienal Comunicación presented me the graphic solution 

for SARQUITECTURA, I was fascinated by its conceptualization of space 

and perspective. To rotate the letters that corresponded to my last name 

inside the firm’s name was an excellent mental smile, and the perfect 

smart wink to reflect the way we work in all of our projects. — gerardo 

sarur, arcHitect at sarQuitectura

beFore
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creatiVe directors and designers ALLEGRA POSCHMANN, SIAVASH KHASHA pHotograpHer  MARIE-REINE MATTERA

Trimfit by Booth and Studio Scope
ranK  
SALVAGE

proFessional  
BASIC IDENTITY

Established in 1921 by three brothers selling wholesale hosiery to mer-

chants in New York, NY, the business grew in the 1930s when it acquired 

a textile factory to manufacture its own socks. Since then, the company 

has expanded its product range to tights, as well as socks for men, women, 

and children.

brieF Trimfit is a legacy brand, marking its hundredth year in the garment 

industry. The company desperately needed a brand refresh that would (once 

again!) place them at the forefront of the children’s apparel business in 

North America. Additionally, Trimfit was looking to expand its product of-

fering, so it was important to develop a system that was malleable enough 

to appeal to adults as well as children.

The challenge was creating a brand that was accessible enough for the 

big box stores as well as boutiques. With focus on brand recognition, we 

produced a streamlined visual platform that is flexible enough for a variety 

of applications; a brand identity system that uses a fresh and contempo-

rary palette of colors to distinguish itself against key competitors in the 

marketplace. Paper props were introduced to mirror the magic and whimsy 

of childhood, and a pattern was developed and applied across all collateral 

as a graphic device that adds a touch of playfulness to in-store displays—

in doing so, we created a system that not only speaks to the child, but also 

the consumer.

We at Trimfit are exceptionally pleased with the re-branding process. I 

think Allegra Poschmann had an even more difficult time with our project 

than a project in the building phase. She had to consider our foundation, 

our history, and our future as a singular vision that everyone had to agree 

upon. Not easy when each element has to be fundamentally tied together. 

We are looking forward to a continuation of the process as we expand 

and diversify our brand into additional classifications. This re-branding is 

just the beginning, not the end, and Allegra is going to share our vision for 

years ahead. — marK mexicott, ceo at trimFit

partner and creatiVe director SCOTT MIRES design director DYLAN jONES

Bird’s Surf Shed by MiresBall
ranK  
SALVAGE

proFessional  
BASIC IDENTITY

A San Diego, CA, surf shop delivering a unique soulful experience. A mecca 

for surfers, a place to buy and trade boards or take hands-on clinics 

from shapers, and most importantly, a space that brings the community 

together to support surf events, films, and culture.

brieF Local San Diego surf insider Bird Huffman dreamed with creating a 

space that was more of a surf experience than a surf shop. The challenge 

was getting a fairly laid back audience to a location well off the beaten 

path, miles from the beach. And to develop a brand that would allow 

Bird to move away from carrying the mall surf brands, and sell his own 

branded goods. Would the surfers come, buy, and tell their friends again 

and again? Could this brand be built almost exclusively on word of mouth 

and earned media?

Authenticity is everything in the world of surfing. MiresBall needed to 

create an identity and brand expression that captured Bird’s DIY essence, 

insider lineage, and iconic locale. Housed in a ramshackle quonset hut, 

The Shed is the ultimate surf man-cave highlighted by a personal collection 

of 1,000 classic boards with Bird ever-present as the benevolent purveyor 

of surf knowledge. MiresBall helped the brand organically grow, through 

every event, every group of traveling surfers, every editorial opportunity…

letting Bird’s storytelling coupled with the imagery of the iconic location 

take the forefront. The brand goodness filled each hat, tee, and sweatshirt 

with undeniable credibility.

Working with MiresBall was awesome! I had only a vague idea of where 

I needed to go with the brand. We set goals and quickly accomplished 

them. The end result has been astounding! Recognition of Bird’s Surf 

Shed has grown faster than I can keep up with. Though my brand is very 

new, its already seen as a classic that has matched or surpassed the 

popularity of other long established brands. Seeing somebody sporting 

Shed wear or spotting the logo in publications, videos, and the like truly 

amazes me. I feel very blessed when all is said and done. — bird HuFFman, 

owner oF bird’s surF sHed
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creatiVe director jASON LITTLE designers ALEX CREAMER, LOUISE ELLIOTT, GLORIA CHAN, jEFTON SUNGKAR, BRAD STEVENS, ALEXIS 
WALLLER, ANGELA MCCARTHY copywriters ALEX CREAMER, jOHN KERSWELL, jASON LITTLE

Optus by RE
ranK  
SALVAGE

proFessional  
COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

The second largest telecoms provider in Australia, the brand originally 

set out to offer choice in a monopolised industry, regularly introducing 

gamechanging innovations to help customers. In recent years, as the 

market reached saturation, the company lost sight of its purpose, and it 

declined in relevance and brand consideration.

brieF In order to win back its customers’ hearts, Optus began re-engineering 

itself with the goal of becoming Australia’s most loved service provider. 

The new identity coincided with a whole series of improvements and 

innovations in its products, service, network, and billing. The rebrand 

needed to capture people’s imagination whilst building a greater emo-

tional connection with customers and staff.

The identity is designed to reflect the service-led approach while expressing 

a greater level of humanity—a friendly tone-of-voice, a refreshed logo 

using their mantra of yes, a bespoke hand-drawn headline typeface, and 

the introduction of a brand character named Olly. Together, these help 

to demonstrate how Optus has a significant role in helping the people of 

Australia live their digital lives.

Overall, the results attributed to the new brand have shown that the rebrand 

has been successful in meeting set targets within the business. The entire 

process, from strategy origination to creative conceptualization, through 

internal change management based on the strategy and ambition of 

the business has been work conceived and delivered, by RE. — andrew 

branwHite, director, brand ideas & actiVation | brand & communications 

at optus
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creatiVe director TILMAN SOLé

Fisix by Mucho
ranK  
SALVAGE

proFessional  
COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

This innovative project was initiated by four friends who run marathons 

together when they couldn’t find a range of cosmetic products that met 

their needs as sportsmen.

brieF The initial phase was to create a name that reflected a contemporary 

way of practicing sports that would appeal to sports men and women.

We then generated a visual system that differentiates each product by using 

the lines that appear in courts or limits of sporting fields. By cropping and 

reinterpreting these lines we created liberating abstract shapes. We utilized 

a mixture of pastel colors with a constant dark gray alongside elegant typog-

raphy in the logo to appeal to both masculine and feminine audiences.

We had several big challenges when we started to create Fisix. We had a 

great product but no name, no design, and no defined corporate values. 

Our first goal was to define the company philosophy and values. The 

Mucho team worked with us on strategy from the very beginning. There 

was a working dynamic between the Mucho team, our staff, and product 

developers, all the way through to the CEO of the company. Working in 

this way allowed Mucho to really understand the personality and needs 

of our business. We are a start-up so they understood that we had limited 

resources in which to communicate the brand and didn’t have big bud-

gets to work with. The resulting design for the overall identity and range 

of products had an immediate impact in the marketplace. It generated 

a huge amount of publicity and was key to the success of the brand. We 

believe that Mucho’s philosophy of getting 100% involved in every step  

of the brand, from the initial meetings until launch was the key to this 

success. It’s also what makes them a very special design company. — 

silVano guillamet, marKeting director at Fisix
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executiVe creatiVe directors MIKE RIGBY, CHRIS MACLEAN designers DIANA CHIRILAS, ED HALL, FLICKA WILLIAMS writer LEX 
COURTS managers DAVID STOREY, MATT HINCHLIFFE, DAMIAN BORCHOK strategists DEAN CHRISTIE, GARETH STEWART director, 
marKeting and partnersHips jULIAN BORAM executiVe director DEBRA DAWSON campaign manager NICOLE FLORIO Head 
oF design MICHAEL DONOHUE

Darling Harbour by Interbrand Sydney
ranK
SALVAGE

proFessional 
COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

A large recreational and pedestrian precinct situated in the heart of Syd-

ney, Australia, owned by Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority (SHFA). It’s 

a big, vibrant, colorful place where the city goes to celebrate.

brieF Over the years the precinct had become a clutter of different brands 

and messages. Our brief was to connect a disparate precinct experience 

together under one strong brand identity for the first time.

To capture the fun and vibrancy of the place, we created the world’s first 

inflatable brand identity. A distinctive idea that clearly and simply connects 

communication materials, street furniture, events, way-finding, uniforms, 

websites, and the overall in-precinct experience. We created a 3D balloon 

typeface, using Cinema 4D. Then, a clever system using Smart Objects was 

devised in Photoshop so we could create a set of useable assets for design-

ers who have no knowledge of 3D software. Making it easy to change the 

colors, scale, and arrangement of the inflatable letters. Simple!

The new identity system for Darling Harbour has given us the tools to 

talk about the diversity of the offer and the variety of events in a cohesive 

way that engages our tenants, Sydney-siders, and visitors. — julian 

boram, director oF marKeting and partnersHips at sydney Harbour 

ForesHore autHority
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art directors and designers jULIEN ALIROL, PAUL RESSENCOURT 
pHotograpHy by MURMURE

EXO Architectes by Murmure
ranK  
SALVAGE

proFessional  
COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

A French architectural agency previously named L’atelier undergoing 

restructuring changes and the addition of a third partner.

brieF To create a new brand image for the firm upon its restructure and 

renaming. The name Exo is directly inspired by the concept of exo-skeleton, 

outer structure, technical elements recurrent in their work. The aim was 

therefore to orient their brand to that of a small structure, young and cre-

ative, while developing a visual identity that reflects the notion of structure, 

volume, and aesthetics in all of their communication materials.

The founding principles of this visual identity lie in the design of volume 

through light and notions of perspective, of materials, and of fundamental 

elements. We studied paper as a building material as we sought to give a 

certain feeling of volume to 2D supports. The elements are cut-through 

shapes so it reinforces the effect of depth as they bring the necessary 

discontinuity and become a constituent part of the visual identity.

Our branding is directly linked with the creativity of our profession.  

Murmure helped us from the beginning of our brand new architecture 

company. Murmure knew how to create a very strong and adaptable 

visual identity for our various communication media. Since the estab-

lishment of this new branding we have received great feedback from 

our partners and clients. The EXO Architecte’s visual identity became 

inseparable from our activity. It established the link, creating our brand, 

while strengthening our visibility. — joacHim engelHard, arcHitect and 

associate at exo arcHitectes
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art director and designer LUCA EUSEBIO typedesigner MARC RUDIN web designer and deVeloper GIORGIO FAVOTTO

enfant terrible GmbH Bar & Café by Studio Eusebio
ranK  
SALVAGE

proFessional  
COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

A small bar and cafe in Zurich, Switzerland, with a focus on jazz and  

hip-hop music.

brieF The clients searched for an unconventional visual concept, which 

represents their musical, social, and political position, and can be ex-

tended permanently.

The visual concept is based on the shape of an octagon, which derives 

from the architecture of the bar room with its 45-degree angled floorplan. 

The geometric font Monocto is an upright italic which was developed and 

revised for this project. The design is inspired by a historical running hand 

and by rational, utilitarian monospace types. Also the abstracted images 

were rasterized with an octagonal pattern. The images show people, all 

enfants terribles, that inspired the clients during their lives. Additionally, 

quotes of these persons were used in the project. The monogram symbol-

izes the ampersand from Bar & Cafe, and the first letters of enfant terrible.

Our new bar called for a design which would not only reflect the needs  

of our target audience, but also satisfy our own demands for creative and 

innovative visual solutions. The idea to integrate inspiring personalities, 

which we refer to as enfants terribles, and their unforgettable quotes 

helped us to implement our social values and musical preferences into the 

design. The font Monocto convinced us right away. It’s unconventional 

and even matches the layout of the bar. Judging by the feedback of our 

customers, we have managed to reach our goal to create a strong, refreshing 

identity! —rebecca zolliKer, co-owner oF enFant terrible gmbH bar & caFé
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creatiVe director STUART WATSON strategists LIAM HAMILL, ISABELLE qUEVILLY project manager KATY BOTTOMLEY  
designer GEORGE ADAMS

King by venturethree
ranK  
SALVAGE

proFessional  
COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

The world leader in cross-platform, bite-sized games, offering 150 exclu-

sive games, with titles such as Candy Crush Saga and Bubble Witch. It has 

grown rapidly to become the largest developer of games in the world on 

Facebook and a leader in mobile with over 108 million monthly players.

brieF Our brief was to position King as the leader for this new form of 

gaming—the HBO or Pixar of the casual games world. An indelible mark of 

fun and quality that when attached to a game title would appeal to players 

everywhere. We wanted to create an iconic visual identity. The challenge 

was to keep the elements as minimal as possible—capable of working at 

16 pixels square but scalable at the same time—whilst keeping its original 

name and crown logo. 

We designed a quirky new logo writing King in the shape of a crown, and 

we created a brand that compliments the games rather than overshadow 

them. We recommended a shift from King.com to a simpler, more confi-

dent King. A brand fit for all platforms. We transformed an old-fashioned 

identity into a dynamic set of assets for online, on tablets, on Facebook 

and beyond. We created a new brand architecture system which will help 

King grow in the future and communicate to players with simplicity the 

diversity of their portfolio. King now has 50 million daily players with Candy 

Crush Saga being the most played game on Facebook. In Hong Kong alone, 

it’s estimated that 1 in 7 people play it. King’s focus on Bitesize Brilliance 

will help the game reach new heights of popularity. And as the company 

launches exciting new multi-platform titles, they have a clear positioning 

as the world’s number one in snackable entertainment.

We really enjoyed working with v3. Together with our own creative team, 

they helped us to develop a high quality brand look and feel. Their advice 

and consultancy was always well considered and it was a pleasure to  

work with them to create a new concept for us around the idea of Bitesize 

Brilliance. — alex dale, cmo at King
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designer PAUL ENGEL instructor and art director MARGRETHE LAUBER

designer REBECCA CICERI instructor WILLIAM E. MEEK

Victory Sports & Event Management by Paul Engel of SUNY Cobleskill

Hotel Lincoln by Rebecca Ciceri of Texas State University

ranK  

ranK  

student  
LOGO

student  
LOGO

A new sports management company whose beginnings are rooted in charity 

running events such as 5Ks, walk for a cure, half marathons, etc., for chari-

ties, high schools, colleges, and athletic clubs in the northeastern U.S.

brieF Design an icon/logo that embodies all sports, has strong imagery, 

and will not be subject to changes in design trends. The purpose is to 

encompass not just running but all sports, beginning with high school and 

collegiate events.

For the solution I began with a typographic approach for the logo. Victory 

would undoubtedly become the shortened name of the brand, so the 

imagery from its definition drove the final design. Encompassing all sports 

triggered the idea of the olympics and the torch. Being that his business 

model was that of working together to carry out an event, it fit nicely with 

“passing the torch.” Using the V, I based its design from the typeface Lust 

by Positype with some slight terminal and stroke weight changes. Adding 

the flame above the stronger down stroke of the V simulated a torch nicely. 

The sharp terminals toe the line between a stronger serif, and none at all.

This was a class assignment for a logo with an actual client. Victory is  

a newly named, but existing business in upstate New York. The client  

is a professor of Athletics at the college. Paul was tasked with designing 

an identity for this sports management company that organizes events. 

He was able to meet with the individual to discuss the needs of the  

project and the goals of the brand. Paul was successful in conveying the 

spirit of the company through the formal use of the classical references  

of columns and an Olympic torch, and the concept of victory. The client 

was extremely satisfied with this winning logo. — margretHe lauber,  

proFessor at suny coblesKill

A hotel located in Chicago, IL, that combines history with a classy, modern 

atmosphere while targeting an audience of adults aged 25 and over.

brieF The task was to select a company, product, or service in Chicago, IL, 

with the end goal of developing a comprehensive strategy, brand identity, 

and later a cohesive brand system spanning the myriad of print and elec-

tronic deliverables for the promotion and marketing needs for the client.

I began my process by researching hotels in Chicago, due to the unique 

possibilities hotels have with their branding—I chose Hotel Lincoln due 

to their atmosphere and good reviews. From my research on hotels I knew 

that the challenges the hotel faced were unrelated to bad branding, it was 

just that it looked too similar to all of its competitors. With this in mind, I 

created a graphic mark that was unique to them while still remaining true 

to their atmosphere.

Hotel Lincoln is an outstanding trademark design with the ability to be  

expanded into many applications. — william e. meeK, mFa, proFessor oF 

communication design at scHool oF art and design texas state uniVersity
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designer DANIEL MURPHY instructor CLINTON CARLSON

Texas Pie Kitchen by Daniel Murphy of University of North Texas
ranKstudent 

BASIC IDENTITY

A non-profit organization, based in Austin, TX, that provides culinary job 

training, financial literacy, and job readiness development for low-income 

individuals with barriers to employment.

brieF Create a forced connection logo and stationery set for a small local 

business that expresses the brand’s persona in an interesting way. 

With Texas Pie Kitchen I wanted to give them a friendly, down-home, 

approachable feel, while still evoking a feeling of community. The hand-

drawn quality alludes to the fact that all of the pies from Texas Pie Kitchen 

are homemade from scratch. The combination of pie pieces to make a star 

represents community and their Texas pride. The logo can work at small 

sizes for stationery or business cards, but can also be blown up to be put 

on billboards, the side of trucks, or any other application the business 

seems fit. 

Daniel Murphy’s rebranding of Texas Pie Kitchen started with a deep 

awareness of the client’s commitment to community. His final solution 

captures this through hand-crafted type, tactile materials, and approach-

able illustration style. The logo cleverly references the client’s Texas 

roots and collaborative work force through the clever arrangement of pie 

pieces. Daniel created an economic and memorable identity that had 

conceptual depth, attention to detail, and a strong execution. — clinton 

carlson, assistant proFessor at uniVersity oF nortH texas
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designer AMBER SCHMITZER instructor CLINTON CARLSON

Fuel Coffee by Amber Schmitzer of University of North Texas
ranK  student  

BASIC IDENTITY

An independent coffee shop in Seattle, WA, focused on providing their 

customers with the fuel they need for the rest of the day: coffee. They are 

bringing their Seattle-local customers exceptional roasted coffee, with 

great service, and a great atmosphere.

brieF To rebrand an already established business and develop its new 

identity. And with that, create an identity system that consists of busi-

ness cards, logo, and stationery. The goal was to create an identity that 

conceptually conveys the company in its true light, while highlighting its 

personality. The biggest challenge was to create a mark that was not too 

simple nor too complex.

This rebranding is a forced connection between a rocket and a coffee  

cup, symbolizing the fuel behind the coffee, and the places it can take you.  

This idea came from Fuel Coffee’s current aesthetics, which is auto para-

phernalia. I felt there needed to be a change in what symbolizes fuel, so  

I chose a rocket and I made it grey-blue and turquoise. I paired this with  

an altered version of the typeface Univers. The stationery I developed 

uses a colored paper stock with rounded corners to give it even more of a 

vintage, relaxing quality. In the end, my goal was to create a system that 

symbolizes the coffee, while showing the unique company personality.

In rebranding Fuel Coffee, Amber Schmitzer explored a number of visual 

metaphors for representing coffee as fuel. Her final solution creates a 

memorable metaphor that avoids less appetizing images (e.g. gas pumps 

or cans) and instead connects coffee with adventure, travel, and a bit of 

history. It’s simple execution, color palette, and typography establish a 

nice reference to the client’s previous vintage tone while the dark star 

pattern provides contrast and depth to the overall identity. Amber’s un-

derstanding of the client, audience, and context helped create an identity 

system that was conceptual, memorable, and playful. — clinton carlson, 

assistant proFessor at uniVersity oF nortH texas
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designer ZIPENG ZHU instructor CARIN GOLDBERG 

Museum of The Moving Image by Zipeng Zhu of School of Visual Arts
ranK  student  

COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

A museum that advances the public understanding and appreciation of 

the art, history, technique, and technology of film, television, and digital 

media. It is located in Astoria, queens, in New York, NY.

brieF Create a unique visual identity for a cultural institution. The Museum 

of The Moving Image, a museum about film, television, and video games, 

was selected.

Using the square cutout on the film strip as inspiration, a set of square-

shaped characters with positive and negative versions was created. The 

logotype, when put together, forms a pattern that is used in the visual 

identity throughout the campaign. Inside the museum, everything is 

projected, signage, staircases, even the gift shop—everything within the 

museum is movable.

Zipeng Zhu’s design/concept uses the square cutouts from film strips 

as inspiration, forming an identity that is cohesive and appropriate for 

many applications including stationery, animation, advertising, posters, 

website, and signage systems. Zipeng created the square typeface and 

pattern system (based on the logo) as his core visual and expanded on 

this to create a beautifully cohesive indentity for the museum. — carin 

goldberg, proFessor at scHool oF Visual arts
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designer and pHotograpHer FEDERICO PACHECO instructor jOSH EGE

U.S. Navy by Federico Pacheco of Texas A&M Commerce
ranK  student  

COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

The naval warfare service branch of the United States Armed Forces.

brieF Redesign the established brand.

The first stage was a great amount of research and understanding of the 

Navy. Throughout the process I spoke to many Navy retirees to gain some 

insider knowledge as well as gauge their reactions when seeing the design. 

I wanted to design beyond consumer-facing interactions, and explore 

internal as well as external communications, and recruiting and training 

materials. Keeping the formality and tradition behind a military mark 

was important, so I treated it more as a refresh rather than a complete 

overhaul, while still crafting small details like the gradation of dark to light 

blue on the wordmark establishing the branch’s presence from deep seas 

to high skies.

The U.S. Navy project was created as a part of a design rebranding class 

geared toward tier two design students. The students begin by doing 

comprehensive research of the client and target market. Federico went 

above and beyond by identifying three targets including recruitment, 

internal, and international audiences. While each piece was designed 

to address very different audiences, they all have common threads that 

make it a unified rebrand design concept. — josH ege, proFessor at texas 

a&m commerce
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designer ARIELLE SHEKEL instructor ADI STERN

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem by Arielle Shekel of Bezalel Academy of Arts 
and Design Jerusalem

ranK  student  
COMPREHENSIVE IDENTITY PROjECT

Established in 1925, it is Israel’s first and most prestigious university and 

its leading research institution—it is ranked internationally among the 

100 leading universities. Its audience is potential and present students, 

researchers, faculty, alumni, and donors.

brieF To rebrand the Hebrew University which regards itself as a symbol of 

Israeli culture, as an educator of Israel’s future generation and as Israel’s 

largest center of knowledge. However all this is often obscured due to 

HUjI’s controversial location on the border of East and West jerusalem, an 

archaic perception amongst young Israelis, multiple campuses and facul-

ties, and an obsolete and inconsistent appearance.

Due to the University’s significant history, the initial approach was to re-

search the design heritage of the institution. Upon discovering its rich and 

neglected graphic legacy, it became clear that the design concept should 

revive the beautiful typography and aesthetic of the past, while creating 

a new and innovative identity. The historic symbol was geometrically 

deconstructed and new colors were assigned creating a fresh and updated 

symbol, graphic system, and visual language that combines old and new, 

past, present, and future.

Arielle Shekel’s branding project is rare in both its range and depth. Her 

choice to brand the Hebrew University, an immense, dated, and complex 

institution is not to be overlooked. It is an important and meaningful 

aspiration. Arielle approached the branding of the University in order to 

examine and make a statement about the Israeli visual space and culture, 

and its potential. Based on serious and substantial design research, 

while simultaneously analyzing and respecting history—the history of 

The University, and the history of Israeli graphic design—Arielle created 

a contemporary, flexible, and original visual design system. — adi stern, 

Head oF tHe Visual communication department at bezalel academy oF 

arts and design, jerusalem
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A judged competition organized by UnderConsideration, celebrating 
the best identity work produced around the world during 2013. The 
BNAs reward the most successful collaborations between a client  
and their designer, design firm, brand consultancy, or internal creative 
team. A panel of five judges convened in Austin, TX, on March 28, 2014 
to collectively select the 46 winning entries included in this book. 
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